
Why use them?   How to use them?  
 Where to find them?

APPLYING      TEXTURES



          To change a ‘blah’ background



or a busy background



for a  
grungy 

 look





give an
abstract quality





TO CREATE
 painterly / artistic looks



A subtle way to use
 a texture is to apply it in a way 
that will help guide the viewer

to certain elements of the photograph.







To Create 
a

Background



Tip:  Choose an image 

that has a lot 

of negative space around 

the subject.



With an open mind, begin
looking at your texture 

collections.
Consider the colors in your 

image, the mood you are 
trying to convey, the

reason you want to add a 
texture

(improve background, give a 
vintage feel, create artistic 

look, etc)



I chose this texture for the butterfly in flight 
image.



I then added  these two textures



BEFORE                                                                   AFTER





If you subscribe to 
the ADOBE

photography plan,
check out the 

PHOTOSHOP
brushes by Kyle 

Webster.





CONCEPT BRUSHES 
Pack

by Kyle Webster



FREE ADOBE
TEXTURE
BRUSHES



Access the LINK via the BRUSH Palette:  
“GET MORE BRUSHES”





When you download the CONCEPT BRUSHES, take some time to  test each one 
numbers 26-33 are cloud brushes; there is a simulation of a downpour of rain; there

are grass brushes, two animal fur brushes, oil and vinegar, small branch, smoke, 
snow, tree bark….

Kyle identifies several brushes as TEXTURE BRUSHES and they are definitely
ones you want to use when blending textures.



Create a texture using the concept 
brushes



BLENDING the TEXTURES

Blending Modes, Opacity levels and 
Masking

This is where the fun cranks up!



BEFORE AFTER











Masking away some of the Vanilla Cream texture using a texture brush



On a merged layer,
I usually add a
vignette to the

final image,
using the

CAMERA RAW FILTER.



The Layer Panel



Changing a Background
1.  Open the file with the ‘blah’ 

background
2. go to FILE, in drop-down 

menu choose “PLACE 
EMBEDDED”

3.  pick a texture that will make 
a great background







Notice that the texture is hiding the original image, but does not quite cover the borders. 
We need to size the texture and then bring the  SUBJECT (the Oriole) to the

front.



When you ‘SELECT SUBJECT” marching ants will appear around your subject.







Another use for TEXTURE BRUSHES is to frame or border an image.























How do I begin a TEXTURE 
Collection of my own?

Where do I find textures online?

LOTS OF WAYS and LOTS of PLACES!



1.  CLIFTON BAKER has 700 free
INDIVIDUAL textures on his Flickr 

page







Once your file is in your DOWNLOADS, locate it, 
create a new folder and place

the texture inside.  
You may want to change the name of the texture to 

reflect the colors
in it, etc.  Label the folder CLIFTON BAKER 

TEXTURES, so you’ll know what 
you have.



THE DAILY TEXTURE.COM has a free collection you may download.

http://TEXTURE.COM


If you want to start with a collection of textures that are nice backgrounds, 
Jai has several on her web site.

They are not free, but are a good investment, and I have several of her 
collections that I use frequently.



Sample backgrounds from Jai Johnson



Jai Johnson has
video tutorials

on her website, also.



2 Lil Owls  (Denise Love)
Kim Klassen

French Kiss Textures (Leslie Nicole)

Other Resources for Textures



Photography as an art form arose from advancements in technology which
allowed photographers to manipulate their images

to fit their artistic expression.  
Photographers are able to drastically change the outcome of an

image through choosing various cameras, lenses, framing and timing
of a shot.

With that in mind, why not add the application of TEXTURES to help 
express yourself, as an artist?


